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Indícios 

Appropriated elements, among which common objects  - some sought after, others 

found - escape their original purpose and lose their identity to be incorporated into the 

studio practice as mediating matrices in the production of images. For curiosity insists 

the possibility of the drawing contained in them. 

Objects that essentially manifest a particular order to themselves, simultaneously 

allusive to the patterns of organization that we see in the world. They refer to the 

presence of geometry that anyone can confirm by simply looking around - in the 

building of cities, in the spider's web, in the snowflake - but also to the rhythmic 

ordering system that extends beyond the physical environment to act through the clock, 

the calendar, the graph. This is the promise of the matrix, power of form and principle 

of regularity. The drawings, in turn, fulfill it because they also present a particular order 

to themselves, simultaneously allusive to the patterns of organization that we see in the 

world. However, they maintain that such order exists not in contrast, but in dialogue 

with its opposite: the chaos inaugurated by the black oil stain into the pure white surface 

of the paper. From this dichotomy results a series of suggestions and plastic variations 

that occur spontaneously and which indicate the capacity to transform the nature of a 

dominant system by working precisely through it. 

It is the physical relationship between the mark produced on the paper and the matrix 

that the term index (indício) is made to notice. The works, on the one hand, bear the 

form of an earlier presence and, on the other, insinuate the absence of what is their 

origin. Drawing as an imprint or transfer off the real; (…) a trace causally connected to 

that thing in the world to which it refers in a manner parallel to that of fingerprints or 

footprints or the rings of water that cold glasses leave on tables.
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 Rosalind Krauss – The photographic conditions of Surrealism, 1981, p.26. 


